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Announcements 
s 
Four copies of a full draft paper, with a separate abstract u one page in lengt 
should be sent to E.A. Ashcroft, to arrive by arch 1, 77. Authors will be 
notiGed of acceptance or rejection by ay 15,1977, and final versions of pa;pers are 
required before June 15,1977. The Proceedings vvili be available at the conference. 
They will not be edited, and it is anticipated that the papers will later appear in 
scientific journals. 
FOUR INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUI ON AUTOMATA, 
LANGUAGES AND PROGRA 
977, University of Turku, Turku, Finland. 
The Fourth International Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Program- 
ming is sponsored by The European Association for Theoretical Cvrnputer Sci 
Thi? cc4oquium, like its predecessors at IRIA., Paris (1972), Saarbriicken ( 
and Minlburgh (1976), will be a broadly-based conference on theoretical computer 
;& clb r- * Tonics are expected to include: 
Automata Theory, 
<Zomyatabiiity Theory, 
Fomm’l Language Theory, 
‘4 n a’iiysi3 and Complexi f Algorithms, 
FD* p nal !it:man tics and gram Verification, 
Ts ’ -: nnt iuteaded to be an exhaustive list. 
